Mechanism and Impact of Excipient Incompatibility: Cross-Linking of Xanthan Gum in Pediatric Powder-for-Suspension Formulations.
Research on pharmaceutical pediatric powder-for-suspension formulations mainly focuses on chemical and physical stability of the active pharmaceutical ingredient. However, the chemical stability of excipients could also play a key role in governing the quality and performance of the product. The suspending agents that are added into formulations to suspend the active pharmaceutical ingredient particles are critical to ensure the suspension dose accuracy. In this article, we investigate the chemical stability of the suspending agent-xanthan gum-in the presence of other excipients, particularly commonly used acid modifiers (i.e., citric acid, malic acid, succinic acid, and fumaric acid) in pediatric powder-for-suspension formulations. We observed that some of the acid modifiers catalyze cross-linking of xanthan gum during accelerated stability studies in powder blends, which significantly decreases the viscosity of the corresponding constituted suspension, resulting in poor suspendability and dose inaccuracy. Furthermore, we found that the cross-linking of xanthan gum is acid-dependent and that a careful selection of acid modifiers can mitigate the degradation issues of xanthan gum. Finally, we characterized the cross-linked xanthan gum using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy and solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance and discussed the possible degradation mechanisms.